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As we kick-off the new year after a well deserved break, I am pleased to bring you the second in our series of
quarterly research strategy and development updates. This mechanism helps us highlight important policies,
trends, and resources that you may leverage to grow and diversify your research portfolio.

We wish you the best of luck for a healthy, productive new year !

 
Francesca Dominici, PhD
Senior Associate Dean for Research
Professor of Biostatistics

NIH NEWS  
   

Research Supplements to Promote Diversity in Health-Related Research 

The NIH offers a "research supplement" mechanism designed to augment existing awards with additional
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funding targeted to support and recruit underrepresented students, postdocs, and investigators. These

supplements are one of the mechanisms that the NIH uses to promote diversity in the biomedical, behavioral,

clinical, and social sciences workforce, and provide support to a variety of personnel ranging from the

undergraduate to faculty levels.

 

The NIH is particularly interested in encouraging the recruitment and retention of the following candidates:

individuals from underrepresented racial and ethnic groups

individuals with disabilities

individuals from socially, culturally, economically, or educationally disadvantaged backgrounds

Supplements must support existing work outlined in the scope of a currently-funded project and must be

completed during the grant period. Many NIH grant mechanisms including the D, G, P, R, S and U series are

eligible for minority supplements. However, investigators should always check their Institute or Center Specific

Information and program announcement eligibility requirements before applying for a supplement.

 

The HSPH Office of Diversity and Inclusion provides support for research supplements to promote diversity by:

Assisting with the development of applicant eligibility statements

Providing information on diversity and diversity initiatives at the school

Assisting candidates with their statement and career goals

Interested applicants are encouraged to contact Felisa Nobles, Director of Recruitment Programs and Special

Assistant to the Associate Dean of Diversity at HSPH for assistance. Felisa can be reached at

fnobles@hsph.harvard.edu or 617-998-6818.

 

NIH Implementing New Modified Biosketch for January 25, 2015 Deadline
 
 
Over the last year, the NIH has piloted a modified NIH biosketch form in anticipation of standardizing the new

biosketch format in 2015. Notice NOT-OD-15-032 

states that grant and cooperative agreement applications submitted for due dates on or after January 25, 2015

must use the updated biosketch format. Applicants may elect to transition to the new format for due dates

before January 25, 2015 if they wish.   

The pilot format extends the page limit from four to five pages and allows researchers to describe up to five of

their most significant contributions to science along with up to four peer-reviewed publications (per contribution)

as supporting evidence. The new biosketch format is intended to provide reviewers with a clearer portrayal of

researchers' accomplishments and their ability to further contribute to scientific discovery.

 

When the new biosketch format is implemented in January 2015, we anticipate the change will have a

significant impact on investigators' time when preparing biosketches for proposal submission. The

enhanced format requires investigators to express their contributions to science and peer-reviewed publications

that are most relevant to the specific proposal that is being submitted. When piloted with an HSPH

investigator who has extensive research experience and a full research portfolio, the preparation of

the new biosketch form took approximately 4 hours to prepare. The new format essentially deems

preexisting biosketches unusable because the template now requires originality that complements contributions

to science that are specific to the proposed field of study.
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RESEARCH COMPUTING

Faculty of Arts and Sciences Research Computing (FASRC)  

 

HSPH uses the Faculty of Arts and Sciences Research Computing (FASRC) environment to host data and run
analysis. Odyssey, Harvard's largest compute cluster, offers users over 14 Petabytes of raw storage, more than
59,000 processing cores, and numerous software modules and applications. FASRC can also host and create
scientific applications not already on the Odyssey system. The partnership between HSPH and FASRC is
designed to bring scientists together across Harvard University, and provides the necessary research platform
for conducting research at the highest level possible.  

To learn more about the services and supports offered through the collaboration between HSPH and FAS RC
or to request an account, please visit the HSPH + FAS RC overview. The HSPH + FAS RC Q&A page contains
useful information including boilerplate language for the compute cluster that can be added to grant

applications.

Upcoming programming for new and existing users:
 

Introduction to Odyssey & RC Services (see upcoming dates below)

This intro seminar is required for all new Odyssey account holders. The session will provide an overview of RC

services and will explain the structure of Odyssey, connection methods, strategies for selecting the correct

resources for running jobs, and the best method for submitting your jobs. For more information or to RSVP to

the upcoming sessions listed below, visit: https://rc.fas.harvard.edu/education/training/intro-to-odyssey/.

 

Tuesday, January 13th from 9:00 - 10:30AM

Thursday, January 15th from 9:00 - 10:30AM

Tuesday, February 10th from 9:00 - 10:30AM

Thursday, February 12th from 9:00 - 10:30AM

 
Note: Users should periodically check the RC Education Page for additional trainings, seminars, and
workshops.  

DATA SECURITY AT HARVARD
 
  
This Fall, the Office of the Vice Provost for Research updated the Harvard Research Data Security Policy,

which focuses on the protection of research data that are confidential by reason of applicable law and

regulation, data use agreement, and/or University policy.

 

This data security policy applies to all research data, regardless of the storage method or form of the data that

is physically housed at Harvard or stored remotely under the management of any Harvard researcher who

obtains, accesses, or generates research data containing confidential information. The applicability of this

policy is independent of research funding and should be applied to all research data by all researchers.

 
An abridged version of the data classification categories with examples can be found here. If you have
questions
regarding the policy, please contact RDSAP@harvard.edu for assistance.
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OHRA AWARD

OHRA Receives Best Practice Award for Excellence in Human Research

Protection 

Earlier this Fall, the Office of Human Research Administration (OHRA), led by Delia Wolf, Associate Dean for

Regulatory Affairs & Research Compliance and Leslie Howes, Director of OHRA applied for the Award for

Excellence in Human Research Protection, issued by the Health Improvement Institute (HII).

 

The office received notification in November that OHRA was selected as the award recipient for best practice.

HII expressed that OHRA's one-stop-shop model is a revolutionary approach for carrying out IRB review that 1)

streamlines the review process by eliminating redundant "pre-reviews" and reducing submission turnaround

times and 2) facilitates a strong customer service component by providing a direct point of contact for

investigators for all IRB-related questions.

 

Please join us in congratulating Associate Dean Wolf, Director Howes, and their dedicated team on this exciting

accomplishment!

COMPREHENSIVE REVIEW OF RESEARCH
STRATEGY (CRRS) @ HSPH

The HSPH Fall Faculty retreat, which took place on October 31, 2014, officially

launched the HSPH Comprehensive Research Strategy Review process and

was an extremely successful and productive day. Faculty engaged in

discussion panels and breakout sessions which focused on an array of critical

topics, including the following issues that will be central to this faculty-driven research strategy effort:

What are our present challenges and opportunities?

Where are the public health disciplines heading?

How do we relate to the rest of the University?

What should the research platform for a PSH in the 21st century look like?

In what ways can we economize and gain efficiencies in our research capacity?

What should our international footprint look like and how do we best support global research?

As mentioned in ORSD's previous newsletter, prior to the October faculty retreat, primary HSPH faculty were

contacted to complete a brief Qualtrics survey to gather feedback to inform HSPH's Comprehensive Research

Strategy review. Of the faculty polled, 49% completed the survey request. A targeted follow-up effort to

increase the response rate will take place in the New Year.

  
During the next several months, the school's leadership will work to assemble faculty-led quads that will tackle
specific themes and strategic planning issues that resulted from the discussion during the Fall retreat.
 

HARVARD CATALYST HIGHLIGHT
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Harvard Catalyst (The Harvard Clinical and Translational Science Center), established in 2008, is dedicated to

improving human health by enabling collaboration and providing tools, training, and technologies to clinical and

translational investigators. Harvard Catalyst resources are made freely available to all Harvard faculty and

trainees. This newsletter will highlight a variety Catalyst resources in this and subsequent issues.

Catalyst Biostatistical Consulting

The Biostatistical Consulting service assists researchers in the following areas during the early stages of

clinical and translational project development:

Grant submission/resubmission

IRB submission

Protocol review

Design for non-grant project/feasibility consultation

Education on a statistical topic

Analysis planning and advice

Assistance with response to a manuscript/journal reviewer

 The Harvard Catalyst Biostatistical Consulting Program, funded by the National Institutes of Health, draws from

a team of highly skilled biostatisticians from the Harvard academic medical and hospital community. This

program offers consultations and expertise on a range of relevant areas to researchers as they launch new

clinical and translation projects. The program also promotes the development and mentoring of Harvard

Catalyst biostatisticians, as well as biostatistical training for clinical investigators.

 

Please to complete this web form to request a consultation from the HC Biostatistic team.Visit their website to
learn more about this service and connect with additional resources.  
 

Population Health Research Consulting

In partnership with the HC Biostatistics Program, the Population Health Research Program offers a specialized

team of research and evaluation consultants who provide faculty, students, and community partners with

methodological assistance in community-engaged research. This includes training and consultation on mixed

methods, and implementation and dissemination science, policy, and community-based participatory research.

By providing assistance in research methods especially relevant in designing and evaluating public health

research activities. This program fosters focused and coordinated collaborations among Harvard researchers,

as well as researchers from other universities, and community partners.

 
To request a consultation, please complete this form. Additional information, including an FAQ section can be
found on the Population Health Research HC page.

RESEARCH DEVELOPMENT RESOURCES

External Review Services and Editing Assistance
 
ORSD assists HSPH faculty with coordinating external expert reviews and editorial assistance for NIH grant
proposals.  In order to be eligible for either of these services, you must have a primary HSPH Assistant or
Associate Professor appointment and have your research operation based at HSPH.

External Review Services - HSPH faculty identify external content experts to review an NIH grant
proposal. ORSD hires the expert to provide a detailed analysis of the proposal's strengths &
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weaknesses; identify opportunities to improve scientific design; and assess the impact and overall
significance of the proposal.  ORSD compensates the reviewer $750 in consulting fees.
 
Editing Assistance - ORSD maintains a pool of experienced scientific editors who have been trained in
NIH grant writing.  We will retain and pay for an editor to review your grant proposal prior to submission
to the NIH.  Our editors have a wealth of experience; in addition to copy editing, faculty may ask for
assistance in reducing length of proposal sections and strengthening the clarity and organization of
ideas.

Please note that advance notice is critical in securing external review or editing assistance. Ideally, we suggest
that you can contact ORSD as soon as you identify a funding opportunity of interest so that we can help you
develop a proposal development timeline that will enable you to: (a) maximize external review and editing
assistance; and (b) meet internal SPA deadlines.   

If you have feedback or suggestions about our services, we'd love to hear from you.

The ORSD Team
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